




Which among the following is MOST SIMILAR in meaning to the 

word “rivals”?

A. Associates

B. Supports

C. Stimulus

D. Emulates

E. Assists





Word of the Day

SOMERSAULT

A sudden change from one policy or opinion to 

another very different one.

Synonym: Bounce , Bound , Dive

Sentence: He did his first somersault on a 

trampoline when he was two. 



The law ministry (1) to a draft bill that will give powers to the government 

to (2) property of economic offenders and defaulters who flee India, albeit, 

with a new provision, official sources said. A saving clause provides for 

certain exception(s) in a statute. It (3) law to be in force with respect to some 

existing rights. The proposed law will be applicable in cases where the value 

of offences is over Rs 100 crore. It seeks to (4) from evading the process of 

Indian law by (5).



The law ministry (1) to a draft bill that will give powers to the government 

to (2) property of economic offenders and defaulters who flee India, albeit, 

with a new provision, official sources said. 

Blank No. 1

A. Has a chatoyant

B. Wanted a chatoyant

C. Has given its concurrence

D. Is its concurrence

E. Had its duplicity



The law ministry (1) to a draft bill that will give powers to the government 

to (2) property of economic offenders and defaulters who flee India, albeit, 

with a new provision, official sources said. 

Blank No. 2

A. Confiscate

B. Elicit

C. Impound

D. Had to confiscate impound

E. Impounding rights on



A saving clause provides for certain exception(s) in a statute. It (3) law to be 

in force with respect to some existing rights. 

Blank No. 3

A. Exempts the

B. Enables the repealed

C. Is an epistolary or a

D. Enables the epistolary of

E. Is an evanescent



The proposed law will be applicable in cases where the value of offences is 

over Rs 100 crore. It seeks to (4) from evading the process of Indian law by 

(5).

Blank No. 4

A. Evince political leaders

B. Vitiate offences

C. Deter economic offenders

D. Expiate many offenders

E. Avoid economies



It seeks to (4) from evading the process of Indian law by (5).

Blank No. 5

A. Evading taxes

B. Seeking political help

C. Bolstering the international relations

D. Fleeing the country

E. Evading the law of countries



Christine Lagarde, the head of the IMF, said that countries should not 

________(6) growth for the sake of austerity. Especially when the world 

economy is going downhill, with practically all countries forecast to post 

lower growth rated during 2012 ______ (7) what were thought of earlier. 

Policy- makers everywhere but especially in the advanced economies should 

ensure that while carrying ______(8) the much needed fiscal correction 

meaning reducing the level of debt they should not lose _______(9) of the 

other important _____(10) of generating employment.



Christine Lagarde, the head of the IMF, said that countries should not 

________(6) growth for the sake of austerity.

Blank No. 6

A. compromise

B. sacrifices

C. compromises

D. sacrifice

E. None of these

Option D



Especially when the world economy is going downhill, with practically all 

countries forecast to post lower growth rated during 2012 ______ (7) what 

were thought of earlier. 

Blank No. 7

A. towards

B. than

C. then

D. forward

E. None of these

Option B



Policy- makers everywhere but especially in the advanced economies should 

ensure that while carrying ______(8) the much needed fiscal correction

Blank No. 8

A. off

B. of

C. out

D. with

E. None of these

Option C



Policy- makers everywhere but especially in the advanced economies should 

ensure that while carrying ______(8) the much needed fiscal correction 

meaning reducing the level of debt they should not lose _______(9) of the 

other important _____(10) of generating employment.

Blank No. 9

A. sight

B. site

C. cite

D. side

E. None of these

Option A



Policy- makers everywhere but especially in the advanced economies should 

ensure that while carrying ______(8) the much needed fiscal correction 

meaning reducing the level of debt they should not lose _______(9) of the 

other important _____(10) of generating employment.

Blank No. 10

A. work

B. conclusion

C. prize

D. goal

E. None of these

Option D



It is a pity that we do not have good books on insurance written by Indian 

authors (Q1) to the steady growth of literature on the subject in other 

countries especially, the USA whose insurance laws and (Q2) are very much 

similar to those of our country. And students studying in our colleges and 

the millions of insurance employees appearing for various insurance 

examinations have to (Q3) depend on books written by foreign authors. As 

these books mainly deal with the problems of the insurance industry of 

foreign countries, the (Q4) of the insurance scene in India and the various 

legal (Q5) and insurance procedures remain very weak. To (Q6) the 

insurance employees and the college students who have opted for (Q7) 

courses in insurance with different aspects of theory and practice of 

insurance we should have good and (Q8) textbooks. 



The book under review written by V.M.R. Nair himself an experienced 

and (Q9) expert on insurance law based on leading Indian cases will be 

found very useful by students of the insurance sector as a (Q10) guide to 

the principles of insurance.



It is a pity that we do not have good books on insurance written by Indian 

authors (Q1) to the steady growth of literature on the subject in other 

countries especially, the USA whose insurance laws 

Blank No. 1

A. Paving

B. Corresponding

C. Following

D. Emphasize

E. Correcting

The sentence wants to convey that despite the fact that US and Indian laws 

regarding insurance are almost similar, there is not much contribution of 

Indian authors on the subject. 



and (Q2) are very much similar to those of our country. 

Blank No. 2

A. Process

B. Product

C. Notes

D. Currency

E. Procedures

Contextually and grammatically, ‘procedures’ fits the blank most 

appropriately. Also following the parallelism rule, the sentence needs a 

word to combine with “laws” in the context of insurance terminology. 

Seeking a plural noun, none except “procedures” fits the position so well.



And students studying in our colleges and the millions of insurance 

employees appearing for various insurance examinations have to (Q3) 

depend on books written by foreign authors. 

Blank No. 3

A. slightly

B. never

C. still

D. unless

E. Until

The sentence wants to convey that despite the fact that US and Indian laws 

regarding insurance are almost similar, there is not much contribution of 

Indian authors on the subject. 



As these books mainly deal with the problems of the insurance industry of 

foreign countries, the (Q4) of the insurance scene in India  

Blank No. 4

A. Proving

B. Searching

C. Application

D. Understanding

E. Acknowledge

the function word “of” goes grammatically with “searching” and 

“understanding”. But given the context of the sentence, which talks about 

insurance books written by foreign authors and related issues,



the (Q4) of the insurance scene in India and the various legal (Q5) and 

insurance procedures remain very weak.  

Blank No. 5

A. Law

B. Aspects

C. Experts

D. Books

E. Loop

The author wants to highlight the various legal spheres. Corresponding to 

the same, ‘aspect’ is the most suitable response.



To (Q6) the insurance employees and the college students 

Blank No. 6

A. Equipped

B. Arm

C. Decorate

D. Promote

E. Load

‘To arm’ is a phrase which means ‘to help’ or assist. Also “to equip” also 

have a similar meaning, but grammatically the second form of the verb 

“equipped” given in the option does not fit with the determiner “To”.



To (Q6) the insurance employees and the college students who have opted 

for (Q7) courses in insurance with different aspects of theory 

Blank No. 7

A. Optional

B. Expensive

C. Tough

D. Deep

E. Specialized

‘Specialized’ is the most appropriate adjective that can be sufficed here to 

describe the noun “courses” making it contextually and grammatically 

appropriate here.



and practice of insurance we should have good and (Q8) textbooks. 

Blank No. 8

A. Authentic

B. Voluminous

C. Many

D. Prompt

E. Shining

To help the reader develop a proper understanding of the subject, good and 

genuine content is required so that they have factual and dependable 

information with them.



The book under review written by V.M.R. Nair himself an experienced and 

(Q9) expert on insurance law based on leading Indian cases will be found 

very useful by students of the insurance sector as a (Q10) guide to the 

principles of insurance. 

Blank No. 9

A. Consulting

B. Qualified

C. Rich

D. Merchant

E. Tired

One develops expertise either through experience or qualification. The word 

‘and’ between experienced and filler indicates that both the things are true 

in this case. 



The book under review written by V.M.R. Nair himself an experienced and 

(Q9) expert on insurance law based on leading Indian cases will be found 

very useful by students of the insurance sector as a (Q10) guide to the 

principles of insurance. 

Blank No. 10

A. Learned

B. Powerful

C. Ready

D. Comprehensive

E. Prescribed

‘Comprehensive’ is the most appropriate filler both contextually as well as 

grammatically which means including or dealing with all or nearly all 

elements or aspects of something.




